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INFORMATIVE SAMPLING IN A MULTIVARIATE LINEAR SYSTEM
DISTURBED BY MOVING AVERAGE NOISE

Harry H. Tigelaar

~Pant2act

In thís paper we present the multivariate extensions of the results on
identífication of linear systems with noise and stationary inputs which
were obtained in 1985 ([4]).It is noteworthy that this generalization
is not straightforward; in fact the non commutativity of
matrixpolynomials is going to play a role, a complication which was
also encountered in deriving informative sample sizes for multivariate
ARMA-processes in [3]. On the other hand, the results of this paper can
be considered as finite sample generalizations of the results of HANNAN
in [1].
As ín (4] , we will give results for the case of a multivaríate ARMA
input process and present them as informative sampling schemes i.e.
finite time intervals for input and output processes such that
observation of the system during those time periods guarantees the
global identifiability of the system.

Keywords: linear systems, identifiabílity, stationary processes,
informative samples.
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1. gntn,nducti.an

A multivariate linear system with noise can be considered as a(time
invariant) linear filter acting simultaneously on an
process {xt} and an unobservable
multivariate output process {y },t

observable input
noíse process {Et} so producing the

{xt) ~ filter -~ {yc}

{E }
t

We shall only be concerned with processes in discrete time, i.e. t e 7L.
Furthermore we shall restrict ourselves to systems which can be
described with a finite number of parameters. As a starting point we
shall suppose that the processes satisfy the following set of
system equations:

p r q

~ Atyc-t - ~ Blxt-1 } ~ Clct-t (t e d), (1)
t-o j-o 1-0

where {xt} is an observable m-variate process of inputs, {yt} is an
observable d-variate process of outputs and {et} is an unobservable
d-variate white noise process with ~et- 0 and strictly positive
definite -but otherwise unknown- dispersion matrix E.
Although in practice all processes and parameters are realvalued, it is
convenient to allow them to take complex values. As a concequence we
shall transposition of a matrix M always combine with complex

r
conjugation and denote the result by M. For obvious reasons we shall
assume that Aó Co- Id (the dxd unit matrix). All other coefficient
matrices are supposed to be unknown square matrices. Let A, B and C
denote the coefficient generating functions defined by
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p r q

A(z) -~ Alz~ , B(z) -~ B z! and C(z) -~ C z~ .~-o ~-o J ~-0 1

The linear system is then completely described by 6-(A,B,C,E) which
is sometimes called an ARMAX-realisation of the linear system.
In most textbooks on linear systems e.g. [2], observational equivalence
is defined in terms of the transferfunction K(z) - A-1(z)[B(z),CCZ)]
i.e. two ARMAX-realisations are then called observational equivalent
when their corresponding transferfunctions are the same. That this is
not a very satisfactory definition was already pointed out in [3 ] and
as in [4] we shall derive second-order informative sampling schemes,

that is, time intervals T and T such that {y ,x t e T, s e T} isy x t s y x
second order informative for B. This means that observational
equivalence is now defined in terms of the covariance structure of the
observed random variables. Thus if ~i is any function of 9, the sampling
scheme ~TyITx~ is second order informative for ~i when different
~i-values necessarily correspond to different covariance structures of
the samples of in and output.
Throughout the paper we shall assume that the inputprocess {x } is ac
second-order stationary process, orthogonal with respect to {e~}, with
spectral density matrix f. Furthermore, the outputprocess {yt} isx
supposed to be the unique second-order stationary solution of (1).
A sufficient, (but not necessary) condition for the existence of such a
solution is: detA(z) ~ 0 for Izl ~ 1. This condition is often
referred to as the stability-conditon, but it is also a rather natural
condition for identifiability.
From the assumptions made so far it follows that the spectral density
matrix of the output is gíven by:

f (a) - A-i(e-f~)B(e-lA)f (x)B~(e-~a)A-1~(e-ta) t
y x

} i A-i(e-iA)C(e-ia)EC~(e-ia)A-i~(e-ia) ~ (2)zn
and that the cross-spectral density matrix of in- and output is given
by:
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gxy(a) - p-i(e-ia)B(e-ia)fx(a) . (-n ~ a~ n). (3)

Clearly, all information on second order properties of ín and output is
contained in (2) and (3).

~neEunina~Ly neouEta

Let H be a dxh-matrix function. Then H is called rational if all its
elements are rational functions. In that case H can be written in the
form H- V-lU , where U is a dxh-matrix polynomial called a right
numerator and V is a dxd-matrix polynomial called a left denominator

(Of course such a representation is not unique.) When the elements of H
are holomorphic in some annulus around z- 0, the matrix H(z) can be
expanded into a Taylor series with dxh-matríx coefficients called
Taylor coefficients. The following lemma is a generalization of a well
known result for scalar rational functions.

~ LEMMA 1. Let H be a rational dxh-matrix function that can be
represented as V-lU with U a dxh-matrix polynomial of degree not
greater than u, V a dxd-matrix polynomial of degree not greater than
v, and detV(0) x 0. Then H is uniquely determined by its first
utdvtl Taylor coefficients.

PROOF. Suppose there exist an other rational matrix function I-1 - V-lU
where U and 'V have degrees not exceeding u and v respectively, and
detV(0) x 0, with the same first u t dv t 1 Taylor coefficients. Then
we have:

V-1(Z)U(Z) - V-1(Z)U(Z) - z~'dvrl~(z)
, (3)

where ~ is some rational dxh-matrix function which is holomorphic in an
annulus around z- 0. Let V denote the adjoint-matrix of V, i.e. V-ad ad
(detV)V-1. Then Vad is a matrix polynomial of degree at most (d-1)v.
Thus, premultiplying both sides of (3) with V(z)detV(z) we obtain:

U(z)detV(z) - V(z)V ~z)U(z) - z"'d~`1V(z)~(z)detV(z). (4)a
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Since both terms on the left hand side of (4) are polynomials of degree
not greater than u t dv , we have a contradiction, which proves the
lemma. p

The following lemma is a slight generalization of a result which was
proved in [3], p.71. It gives condítions for a rational matríx function
such that the decomposition into a right numerator and a left
denominator is unique. In the sequel r[M1,..,Ms] denotes the rank of
the partítioned matrix [M , .,M ].1 ~ s

~ LEMMA 2. Let the rational dxh-matrix function H decompose into the
right numerator U and the left denominator V,

u v
U(z) -~ U zj V(z) -~ V zk such that V- I and

J-0 ~ k-0 k 0 d

r[U ,V ]- d r[U(z),V(z)] - d for all z E~.u v
Then the decomposition is unique.

PROOF. Suppose there exists an alternative decomposition H- V-lU with
U(z) -~ Ulzl and V(z) -~ VkZk satisfying the conditions of the
lemma.

Let W(z) - z-1(V(z) - V(z)). Since V(0) - V(0) - I the function W is aa
matrix polynomial of degree s v-1. Similarly W(z)H(z) - z-1(U(z) - U(z))
is a polynomial of degree s u-1. Let S(z) - W(z)V ~z) , and supposea
that S has degree s. So we can write

s
S(Z) - ~ SkZk

k-0
S x 0 .

s

Let g denote the degree of the polynomial detV(z) .
(a) Suppose g~ s. Since S(z)U(z) - W(z)H(z)detV(z) is a polynomial
of degree ~ u-ltg we must have

S
~ S U - 0, for j- utg , utg}1 ,

k-0 k J-k (5)

In the same way, using 5(z)V(z) - W(z)detV(z) , we obtain
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s
~ S V - 0, for n- vtg , vtgtl ,k n-kk-0

(6)

Takíng j- u}s i n (5) and n- v}s in (6) it follows that S U -
s ~

- S V- 0, which contradicts r[U ,V ]- d.
9 ~ u v

(b) If g~ stl , there exists at least one zero, say zo, of detV(z)
such that S(zo) ~ 0. Since (detV(z))-1S(z)U(z) - W(z)H(z) i s a matrix
polynomial it follows that we must have

S(z )U(z ) - 0 .0 0
We also have

(7)

S(zo)V(zo) - W(zo)detV(zo) - 0 . (8)
Clearly (7) and (8) contradict the condition r[V(z),U(z)] - d for all
Z E ~ . p

IiisQ- UL~lU.t O

When the input is a multivariate MA-process, the spectral density
matrix f takes the formX

fx(a) - 2n Q(e-ta)~Q~(e-ia) . (-n ~ a~ n) (9)

where Q is a mxm-matrix polynomial wíth Q(0) - I and n is some unknownm
hermitian positive definite matrix. Suppose the degree of Q is known
to be s w. From [3] it is known that a sample of size w}1 from {xt} is
second order informative for f. We now haveX

P TEiEORF.M 1. Suppose detA(z) x 0, for ~z~ s 1 and let the inputs
satisfy (8). Then the sampling scheme ~O,wlO,wtdptr~ is second order
informative for the rational matrix function A-1(z)B(z).

PROOF. In essentially the same way as in [41,th.1 it follows that the

sequence of cross covariances T- CEy x~ , k e d is for k?-w justk t t-k
the sequence of Taylor coefficients of the rational dxm-matrix function



H(z) - A-t(z)B(z){z`~Q(z)S2Q~(l~z)} .Hence by lemma 1 H is uniquely
determined by the first dptrt2wtl Taylor coefficients and so by
i M, ..., TW}d t~. Thus the given sampl ing scheme is second orderP
informative for H(z) . Since it is also second order informative for
e-1rAf (a) , and f ~ 0 a.e. it follows that it is second order
informative for thexboundary value A-t(e-tA)B(e-1A). Since the elements
of the rational matrix function A-t(z)B(z) are uniquely determined by
their boundary values on ~z~ - 1, the thorem is proved. o

Let the model satisfy the conditions of theorem 1. Then we can define

ut - y~-A-t(L)B(L)xt ,(t E 71) where L stands for the backward shift
operator. Then {ut} is a d-variate ARMA process. Let TS , s E 71 denote
its covariance function. Notice that results for multivariate ARMA
processes as in [3] are not applicable since {ut} is not observable.

P LEMMA 3. Under the conditions of theorem 1, the sampling scheme
t0,w~0,dptmax(wtr,ptq-1)~ is second order informative for the
covariance function I' .

5

PROOF. From [3], th.3.5.3 it follows that it is sufficient to
show that the given sampling scheme is second order informative for the
first qt(dtl)p covariances i' . From (2) and the definition of thes
process {ut} it follows that {u~) has spectral density matrix fu given
by

f (a) - f (A) - A-t(e-ta)B(e-ia)f ( a)Bf(e-ia)A-t~(e-t,~) .u y x
(-rz ~~~ rz), and so we can write

rs -~ytyt 5- f e~S,~A-t(e-ta)B(e-ia)fx(a)B.(e lA)A-t~(e-ia)da .(10)
c-rz,n]

S E ~ .

By thorem 1 the sampling scheme t0,w~0,wfdp}r~ is second order

informative for the seccnd term in (10). ue also have that the sampling

scheme ~0,010,(dtl)pfq-1~ is second order informative for ~y y~ s-t c-s'
- 0,...,(dfl)p}q-1. But then it follows that the sampling scheme
obtained by taking the union of the last two schemes is second order
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informative for I", s- 0,...,(dt1)ptq-1 , which proves the lemma. ps

P THEOREM 2. Suppose detA(z) x 0, for Iz~ s 1 and detC(z) x 0 for
Izl ~ 1. Then the sampling scheme ~O,w~O,dptmax(w}r,ptq-1)~ is second
order informative for (E , A-1(z)C(z)).

PROOF. From lemma 3 it follows that the given sampling scheme is
second order informative for the spectral density matrix f, which can~
be written as

f~(a) - 2rz A-i(e-ta)C(e-ta)EC~(e-ta)A-1;(e-iA)

( -n~ as a).

Suppose there exist Á, B and É satisfying the conditions of the theorem
and generating the same f. Let E1~z and É1~z denote the unique~
Hermitian square roots of E and É. Then it follows from lemma 3.2.1 in
[3] that

A-1(z)C(z)ElizM - Á-1(z)C(z)Éliz z e ~ (12)
for some orthogonal constant matrix M. Taking z- 0 in (12) yields
~lizM -~Iiz and since M is orthogonal this implies E- É. But then we
must have M- Id and so A-I(z)C(z) - Á-1(z)C(z).

P THEOREM 3. Let the conditions of theorem 2 be satisfied, and also
r[A(z),B(z),C(z)] - d for all z E~ (13)
r[A ,B ,C ] - d . (14)p r q

Then the sampling scheme ~O,w~O,dptmax(wtr,ptq-1)~ is second order
informative for (E, A(z), B(z), C(z)).

PROOF. Follows immediately from theorems 1 and 2, and application of
lemma 2 with U(z) -( B(z),C(z)] and V(z) - A(z). p

Notice that for d- 1 the sample scheme t0,w~0,ptmax(wtr,ptq-1)~ is
obtained , which is not as good as the result in [4]. The reason
therefore is that in the univariate case we have scalar coefficients
and for d ~ 1 the coefficients are matrices which don't necessarily
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commute. On the other hand, taking w- r- 0 theorem 3 implies that a
sample of size (dfi)ptq is second order informative for (E, A(z),C(z)),
which is essentially the result for multivariate ARMA processes in [3].

W:KM.44- inpu,to

Suppose the m-variate input process satisfies the difference equation

n w
P x

J t-J - ~ Qknt-k
J-0 k-0

(t e 71) . (15)

where {r~t} is m-variate white noise (not observable), the integers n
and w are a priori known, and S2 - ~r~tr~t ~ 0 (unknown). Let P and Q be
the coefficient generating function of the P~ and the Qk. As in [41 we
we shall assume that P and Q are unknown, but restricted in such a way
that

detP(z) ~ 0, for ~zl ` i (16)
.

Q(e-1 )S2Q ( e-la) ~ 0 , a.e. (17)

The sample size N(from xt) is second order informatíve for P. (18)

We can now state and prove the final theorem of this paper.

P THEOREM 4. Let the conditions of theorem 2 be satisfied, and let the
inputs be generated by (15). If also (13), (14), (16), (17) and (18)
are satisfied, the the sampling scheme

~-n,max(N-n-i,w)~O,d(pfmn)tmax[wtrt(m-i)n,pt2nmtq-11~

is second order informative for (E, A(z),B(z),C(z)).

n
PROOF. Let zt-~EoP~xt j. In essentially the same way as in (4) it
can be argued that we may consider {zt} as observable and that the
sampling scheme ~a,blc,d~ for {zt,yt} corresponds to ~a-n,b~c,d~ for
{xt,yt}.
Let T- detP, and put Á- TA, B- BP , and C' - TC. Using the backward

ad
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shift operator L, the model ( 1) can be rewritten as

Á(L)YL - B(L)zt } C(L)ec (t e a) (19)

with degree(Á) ~ pfnm , degree(B) ~ rt(m-1)n and degree(C) s mntq .
Notice that {zt} is a MA(w)-process, but that Á, H and C do not satisfy
the conditions of theorem 3. However, the conditions of theorem 1 and
theorem 2 are satisfied. From theorem 1 follows that the sampling
scheme

~-n,wl0,wfd(ptnm)frt(m-1)rU (2p)

is second order informative for (E, Á-1(z)B(z)) -(E, A-1(z)B(z)P-1(z))
and so by (18) the sampling scheme

~-n,max(w,N-n-1)IO,wtd(ptnm)}rt(m-1)n~ (21)

is second order informative for (E, A-1(z)B(z)). From theorem 2 follows
that the sampling scheme

~O,w~O,d(pfnm)tmax[wtrt(m-1)n,p}2nmtq-1]~ (22)

is second order informative for Á-1(z)B(z) - A-1(z)B(z). Combination of
(21) and (22) yields the sampling scheme

~-n,max(w,N-n-1)~O,d(ptnm)tmax[wtrt(m-1)n,pt2nmtq-1]~ (23)

for (E, A-1(z)(B(z),C(z)]). Using (13) and (14) it follows that the
sampling scheme (23) is also second order informative for
(E, A(z).B(z).C(z)) o

As in the univariate case n- 0 implies N- 0, and (23) reduces to the
result of thorem 3.

When n~ 1, it follows from [3], th.3.5.4 that we can take N
- wt(mtl)n. Substituting this N into (23) , and assuming mn ~ 1, and
also w~rtl ~ pt(mti)ntq ,(23) reduces to

~-n.w~0,(dtl)pt3nmtq-1~ .
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